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With the supposed shortening of our attention spans, what future is there for fiction in the age of the internet?
Contemporary Fictions of Attention rejects this discourse of distraction-crisis which suggests that the future of reading is
in peril, and instead finds that contemporary writers construct 'fictions of attention' that find some value in states or
moments of inattention. Through discussion of work by a diverse selection of writers, including Joshua Cohen, Ben
Lerner, Tom McCarthy, Ali Smith, Zadie Smith, and David Foster Wallace, this book identifies how fiction prompts
readers to become peripherally aware of their own attention. Contemporary Fictions of Attention locates a common
interest in attention within 21st-century fiction and connects this interest to a series of debates surrounding ethics,
temporality, the everyday, boredom, work, and self-discipline in contemporary culture.
2017 Edition of Cruising Vanuatu. The included code links to the free app which downloads all the digital info to your
computer, phone and tablet. All the anchorages, the weather, the formalities, general information, videos, blogs,
Facebook group, marinas, photos, charts, storm ports etc. Links to everything you could possibly need to know. The text
from the official US Sailing Directions by NOAA.
Poems and woodcut prints of birds and other animals by Maine artist and poet Leslie Moore.
The first book offering a systematic treatment of the economics of antitrust or competition policy.
Belief in the approaching Millennium dominated early Mormon theology and behavior. For their first sixty-year history the
Latter-day Saints were zealous apocalyptics and frequently encountered trouble with non-Mormons, which they viewed
as a necessary conflict prior to Jesus Christ's imminent return. The nineteenth century ended with the church forced to
conform to American values and abandoning hope of Christ's return within their lifespans.
Erotic memoir
Imperfect designing of machine foundations based on empirical formulations has led to the problem of troublesome
vibrations in the existing foundations. Recent developments in the field of structural and soil dynamics have helped
establish basic design principles for various types of machine foundations. In order to achieve efficiency and economy in
the design, it is imperative that the designer have an in depth knowledge of various aspects of analysis, design and
construction of machine foundations
The QRI-5 has long led the field in offering students and teachers alike a reliable and easy-to-use informal assessment instrument.
This Fifth Edition continues to emphasize authentic assessment of children's reading abilities, from the most emergent readers to
advanced readers. One of the keys to the success of the QRI-5 is that it contains narrative and expository passages at each preprimer through high school level. All are self-contained selections highly representative of the structure and topic of materials
found in basal readers and content-area textbooks. This new edition includes new narrative texts that are even easier than the preprimer passages previously included. At the same time, it provides graded word lists and numerous passages designed to assess
the oral reading, silent reading, or listening comprehension of a student as well as questions to assess prior knowledge. Instructors
can measure comprehension by retelling passages, using implicit and explicit questions, and using other devices. What's New in
the QRI-5? # Narrative texts even easier than the pre-primer passages previously included, as well as another narrative to all
primary grade levels. # Passages at pre-primer through second grade levels that are presented with and without pictures. # Map
and illustrations as part of expository selections at fourth through high school levels. # Accompanying DVD content has been
expanded to include * Examples of students reading orally * Scored protocols to accompany readings * Directions for
administering each segment of the QRI * Tables/Charts that increase consistency of administration, scoring, and interpretation *
All student and examiner copies
Semiconductor power electronics plays a dominant role due its increased efficiency and high reliability in various domains
including the medium and high electrical drives, automotive and aircraft applications, electrical power conversion, etc.
Power/HVMOS Devices Compact Modeling will cover very extensive range of topics related to the development and
characterization power/high voltage (HV) semiconductor technologies as well as modeling and simulations of the power/HV
devices and smart power integrated circuits (ICs). Emphasis is placed on the practical applications of the advanced semiconductor
technologies and the device level compact/spice modeling. This book is intended to provide reference information by selected,
leading authorities in their domain of expertise. They are representing both academia and industry. All of them have been chosen
because of their intimate knowledge of their subjects as well as their ability to present them in an easily understandable manner.
Afterlife and Narrative explores why life after death is such a potent cultural concept today, and why it is such an attractive
prospect for modern fiction. The book mines a rich vein of imagined afterlives, from the temporal experiments of Martin Amis's
Time's Arrow to narration from heaven in Alice Sebold's The Lovely Bones.
Presents a selection of the author's poems from throughout his life, from playful early poems to themes of mourning and loss.
According to this bestselling author, diabetes is not a disease; in the vast majority of cases, it is a complex mechanism of
protection or survival that the body chooses to avoid the possibly fatal consequences of an unhealthful diet and lifestyle. Despite
the body's ceaseless self-preservation efforts (which we call diseases), millions of people suffer or die unnecessarily from such
consequences. The imbalanced blood sugar level in diabetes is but a symptom of illness, not the illness itself. By developing
diabetes, the body is neither doing something wrong nor is it trying to commit suicide. The current diabetes epidemic is man-made,
or rather, factory-made, and, therefore, can be halted and reversed through simple but effective changes in diet and lifestyle.
Diabetes - No More provides you with essential information on the various causes of diabetes and how anyone can avoid them. To
stop the diabetes epidemic we need to create the right circumstances that allows the body to heal. Just as there is a mechanism to
become diabetic, there is also a mechanism to reverse it. Find out how!
Introduces the features of the Sony CLIE, covering applications, accessories, shortcuts, integration with Microsoft Office, Internet
connections, scheduling, games, troubleshooting, upgrading, and other devices using the Palm OS.
Optimize the performance of your mobile websites and webapps to the extreme. With this hands-on book, veteran mobile and web
developer Maximiliano Firtman demonstrates which aspects of your site or app slow down the user’s experience, and what you
can do to achieve lightning-fast performance. There’s much at stake: if you want to boost your app’s conversion rate, then
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tackling performance issues is the best way to start. Learn tools and techniques for working with responsive web design, images,
the network layer, and many other ingredients—plus the metrics to check your progress. Ideal for web developers and web
designers with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and HTTP experience, this is your guide to superior mobile web performance. You’ll dive
into: Emulators, simulators, and other tools for measuring performance Basic web performance concepts, including metrics,
charts, and goals How to get real data from mobile browsers on your real networks APIs and specs for measuring, tracking and
improving web performance Insights and tricks for optimizing the first view experience Ways to optimize post-loading experiences
and future visits Responsive web design and its performance challenges Tips for extreme performance to achieve best conversion
rates How to work with web views inside native apps
Using his favourite weapon ? the Tarrasch Variation ? Andreas Tzermiadianos reveals an abundance of opening ideas and
novelties, and provides the reader with a complete repertoire against the French Defence.
You’ve chosen well—with elegant design, a high-res display, and a speedy processor, the Bold is a top-notch device. Now learn
how to take advantage of all the features with this easy-to-read guide from two of the best BlackBerry trainers in the business.
BlackBerry Bold Made Simple teaches you how to get the most out of your BlackBerry Bold. You’ll explore all the features and
uncover time-saving techniques—from emailing and scheduling to video recording and expanding memory—all through easy-to-read
instructions and detailed visuals. Written by two successful BlackBerry trainers and authors, this is simply the most comprehensive
and clear guidebook to the BlackBerry Bold available.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
BlackBerry devices and applications are selling by the millions. As a BlackBerry developer, you need an advanced skill set to
successfully exploit the most compelling features of the platform. This book will help you develop that skill set and teach you how
to create the most sophisticated BlackBerry programs possible. With Advanced BlackBerry Development, you'll learn you how to
take advantage of BlackBerry media capabilities, including the camera and video playback. The book also shows you how to send
and receive text and multimedia messages, use powerful cryptography libraries, and connect with the user's personal and
business contacts and calendar. Not only will you be learning how to use these application programming interfaces, but you'll also
be building a program that takes full advantage of them: a wireless media-sharing app. Each chapter's lessons will be applied by
enhancing the app from a prototype to a fully polished program. Along the way, yo'll learn how to differentiate your product from
other downloads by fully integrating with the operating system. Your app will run in the browser and within device menus, just like
software that comes with the phone. Once you are comfortable with writing apps, this book will show you how to take them to the
next level. You'll learn how to move from running on one phone to running on all phones, and from one country to all countries.
You'll additionally learn how to support your users with updates. No other resource compares for mastering the techniques needed
for expert development on this mobile platform.
In this groundbreaking study, Jonathan Greenberg locates a satiric sensibility at the heart of the modern. By promoting an
antisentimental education, modernism denied the authority of emotion to guarantee moral and literary value. Instead, it fostered
sophisticated, detached and apparently cruel attitudes toward pain and suffering. This sensibility challenged the novel's humanistic
tradition, set ethics and aesthetics into conflict and fundamentally altered the ways that we know and feel. Through lively and
original readings of works by Evelyn Waugh, Stella Gibbons, Nathanael West, Djuna Barnes, Samuel Beckett and others, this
book analyzes a body of literature - late modernist satire - that can appear by turns aloof, sadistic, hilarious, ironic and poignant,
but which continually questions inherited modes of feeling. By recognizing the centrality of satire to modernist aesthetics,
Greenberg offers not only a new chapter in the history of satire but a persuasive new idea of what made modernism modern.
What is the strange appeal of big books? The mega-novel, a genre of erudite tomes with encyclopedic scope, has attracted wildly
varied responses, from fanatical devotion to trenchant criticism. Looking at intimidating mega-novel masterpieces from The Making
of Americans to 2666, David Letzler explores reader responses to all the seemingly random, irrelevant, pointless, and derailing
elements that comprise these mega-novels, elements that he labels "cruft" after the computer science term for junk code. In The
Cruft of Fiction, Letzler suggests that these books are useful tools to help us understand the relationship between reading and
attention. While mega-novel text is often intricately meaningful or experimental, sometimes it is just excessive and pointless. On
the other hand, mega-novels also contain text that, though appearing to be cruft, turns out to be quite important. Letzler posits that
this cruft requires readers to develop a sophisticated method of attentional modulation, allowing one to subtly distinguish between
text requiring focused attention and text that must be skimmed or even skipped to avoid processing failures. The Cruft of Fiction
shows how the attentional maturation prompted by reading mega-novels can help manage the information overload that
increasingly characterizes contemporary life.
Shows and describes different kinds of rocks and minerals, and tells how to identify rocks by testing for hardness, streak color, and
density
Lane Parker has suffered a terrible loss: a loss he can't get over, not even years later. Burdened by secrets he won't tell his
closest friends and focused on only one goal, he finally gets the phone call he's been waiting for. Luck gives him a precious
second chance to get back what was taken from him—and he'll use all his strength to make sure that the tragedy never happens
again. Raegan Hayes is a spirited fighter and survivor—and she's furious at Lane, her former employer, after their paths cross at a
police station and he accuses her of betrayal. Now, they both must move forward to get past the tragic incident that tore them
apart long ago. But the more time Lane spends with the beautiful Raegan, the more he becomes drawn to her…and the more his
passion overpowers his hostility. Can a new beginning transform their relationship from suspicion-filled to steamy?
This volume focuses on the events from the Civil War through today. The text includes a substantive review unit early American
history to facilitate a quick, effective start to the study of modern times.
Writing in the Technical Fields is a concise guide that introduces students to the elements of technical writing. Using clear, direct
language and easy-to-follow principles, this second edition teaches students how to approach a wide range of fundamental
concepts - including planning andediting documents, collaborative writing, and delivering engaging presentations - and helps them
develop the skill and confidence needed to succeed as effective writers and communicators in the workplace.
This text provides in-depth balanced content covering the beginnings of U.S. history through the present.
Mendoza the Jew combines a graphic history with primary documentation and contextual information to explore issues of
nationalism, identity, culture, and historical methodology through the life story of Daniel Mendoza. Mendoza was a poor Sephardic
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Jew from East London who became the boxing champion of Britain in 1789. As a Jew with limited means and a foreign-sounding
name, Mendoza was an unlikely symbol of what many Britons considered to be their very own "national" sport.
"Anything special happening today, Daddy?" Patricia asked, hoping it would help him remember. "Nope, honey. Today's about the
same as any other day, I'd say." Some birthday! Where was the cake with all the candles, the brightly wrapped present, and the
family singing "happy birthday" all together? Not only had the festivities apparently been forgotten, but Dad suggests a trip to one
of the scariest places on earth -- home of the Clay Pit Bottoms Monster! With a sparkle of mischief, Patricia Polacco's bold,
expressive pictures tell how a certain little girl has the spookiest, most exciting, funniest, and best birthday ever.
Are you interested in creating BlackBerry apps using the latest BlackBerry 7 and BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse? Then this is
the book for you. Beginning BlackBerry 7 Development offers a hands-on approach to learning how to build and deploy
sophisticated BlackBerry apps using the latest tools and techniques available. Assuming only some programming background in
Java or a similar language, this book starts with the basics, offering step-by-step tutorials that take you through downloading and
installing the BlackBerry development environment, creating your first apps, and exploring the BlackBerry APIs. You'll be
introduced to the latest features available in the latest BlackBerry 7 using BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse, including BlackBerry
Application Platform Services, techniques for using multimedia with the BlackBerry, and tools for increasing app performance. To
round out the complete development process, you'll also discover the different ways you can package and distribute your apps,
from deploying apps on your own website to listing your apps for sale in the BlackBerry App World.
Ranging from the Hawaiian Archipelago to the Aleutian Islands, from Silicon Valley to Guam, Pathways to the Present is a thoroughly
researched and concisely argued account of economic and environmental change in the postwar "American" Pacific. Following a brief survey
of the history of the Pacific, the author takes the Hawaiian Islands as the center of American activities in the region and looks at interactions
among native Hawaiian, developmental, military, and environmental issues in the archipelago after World War II. He then turns to land- and
water-use problems that have intersected with more nebulous quality-of-life concerns to generate policy controversies in the Seattle region
and the San Francisco Bay area, especially Silicon Valley. Economic expansion and environmentalism in Alaska are examined through the
lens of changes occurring along the Aleutians. From there the study considers Hiroshima after its destruction by the atomic bomb in 1945,
looking at residents’ desire to combine urban-planning concepts. The author investigates the effort to remake Hiroshima as a high-tech city in
the 1990s, an attempt inspired by the perceived success of Silicon Valley, and postwar planning on Okinawa, where American influences
were particularly strong. The final chapter takes into account issues raised on Guam regarding the growth of tourism and the use of the island
for military purposes and links these to developments in the Philippines to the west and American Sâmoa to the south.
Help him grow into the young man God wants him to be The full-featured NIV Boys Bible is designed to help boys ages 9 – 12 dig deep into
God’s Word and learn amazing new facts, discover inspiring people and stories, and uncover all kinds of stuff they never imagined was in the
Bible. Helpful, fun, and often downright astonishing, the NIV Boys Bible includes unique and meaningful content developed around the needs
and interests of growing boys. Features: The full text of the accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) translation What’s
the Big Deal? - Need-to-know biblical stories and people Check It Out - Interesting and funny facts about Bible times and characters
Grossology - Gross and gory stuff you never knew was in the Bible Makin’ It Real - Help for applying Bible stories to your everyday life
Hundreds of highlighted verses worth memorizing Introductions to each book of the Bible 9-point type size
Quicken WillMaker Plusis the easiest way to create your estate plan, whether it’s your first time or you want to update a previous plan. You’ll
be guided through the process from beginning to end with practical and relevant legal information so you can make the best decisions for you
and your family. Create a customized estate plan with a Will, Health Care Directive, and other essential documents Documents reflect the
laws of your state* Easy interview format lets you complete documents at your own pace User-friendly legal manual answers common
questions Quicken WillMaker Plusis the original will-writing software, written and updated regularly by Nolo’s expert attorneys. Free legal
updates will keep your program current through 2012. Technical support is also available. New for 2012: Updated with new estate and gift law
tax information Guidance on handling your digital assets Brand new interface makes it easy to manage and update documents, contacts, and
more PDF export function with automatic legal formatting Plus, get a free living trust! Spare your family from the hassle and expense of
probate court as they carry out your wishes.Quicken WillMaker Plus 2012gives you free access toNolo's Online Living Trust, a $169 value.
Want to know more? Here’s a deeper look at what you can do withQuicken WillMaker Plus: Your Will The heart of every estate plan is a will,
also known as a last will and testament. This legal document puts you in control of who inherits your property and who would assume
guardianship of your children if it were ever necessary. Without a will, state law will determine these issues. Your will allows you to name an
executor (“personal representative”) whose job it is to see that your wishes are carried out. And you can appoint a trusted person to manage
property left to young people. WithQuicken WillMaker Plus, you can revise and update your will whenever you like. Your Health Care
Directive.Spares your loved ones difficult decisions by laying out your wishes for medical care and naming someone to carry those wishes:
Health Care Power of Attorney Permit a loved one to make important medical decisions for you if necessary.Living Will Specify whether you
want your life prolonged through artificial means in certain circumstances and set out your wishes about specific medical treatments and
procedures. Your Final Arrangements Plan a funeral or other ceremony and ease the burden on your loved ones. Describe your preferences
for burial, cremation, memorials, obituaries, and more, and select someone to oversee your final arrangements. Documents for Your Executor
Make sure your executor has all the forms and instructions necessary to do the job: checklists, letters, notices, claim forms and more.
Information for Caregivers and Survivors Organize your estate so that your survivors don't have to. Use these documents to give them
information about everything from bank accounts to the names of people you'd like contacted in the event of your illness or death. Personal
Finance Documents Over a dozen forms let you handle common financial situations, such as lending or borrowing money between friends or
family, creating a bill of sales, and ending a credit card account. Home & Family Documents Practical forms you can use every day to help
run your home and keep your family safe, including authorizations and agreements, promissory notes, limited powers of attorney, and child
and elder care forms. *Estate planning documents not valid in Louisiana or U.S. Territories.
Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include BlackBerry, Nokia, Windows Phone, and smartphones powered by
Android, webOS, and other platforms. If you're an experienced web developer, this book shows you how to build a standard app core that
you can extend to work with specific devices. You'll learn the particulars and pitfalls of building mobile apps with HTML, CSS, and other
standard web tools. You'll also explore platform variations, finicky mobile browsers, Ajax design patterns for mobile, and much more. Before
you know it, you'll be able to create mashups using Web 2.0 APIs in apps for the App Store, App World, OVI Store, Android Market, and other
online retailers. Learn how to use your existing web skills to move into mobile development Discover key differences in mobile app design
and navigation, including touch devices Use HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Ajax to create effective user interfaces in the mobile environment
Learn about technologies such as HTML5, XHTML MP, and WebKit extensions Understand variations of platforms such as Symbian,
BlackBerry, webOS, Bada, Android, and iOS for iPhone and iPad Bypass the browser to create offline apps and widgets using web
technologies
Create applications for all major smartphone platforms Creating applications for the myriad versions and varieties of mobile phone platforms
on the market can be daunting to even the most seasoned developer. This authoritative guide is written in such as way that it takes your
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existing skills and experience and uses that background as a solid foundation for developing applications that cross over between platforms,
thereby freeing you from having to learn a new platform from scratch each time. Concise explanations walk you through the tools and
patterns for developing for all the mobile platforms while detailed steps walk you through setting up your development environment for each
platform. Covers all the major options from native development to web application development Discusses major third party platform
development acceleration tools, such as Appcelerator and PhoneGap Zeroes in on topics such as developing applications for Android, IOS,
Windows Phone 7, and Blackberry Professional Mobile Cross Platform Development shows you how to best exploit the growth in mobile
platforms, with a minimum of hassle.
An easy-to-read 420-page BlackBerry(r) guide book for the BlackBerry(r) Curve(tm) 8350i Smartphone from Made Simple Learning. Written
by the team that has authored eight best-selling BlackBerry guide books.
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